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Daymax, Dayrunner and Franklin Covey —are available at
discount prices with all the refills and accessories to stay orga-
nized. Available soon on GSA Advantage! ™ at
www.gsaAdvantage.GOV.

2 0 0 2  P L A N N E R S  &  C A L E N D A R S  
F O R  S C H E D U L I N G  Y O U R  D A Y

Manage your time more efficiently with a GSA planner. Crisp,
large-sized calendars and accessories help keep busy profession-
als on top of their activities. The best-known brands of plan-
ners and calendars for pocket, attache case or desktop –

Calendar Pad, Type I 
Flipover Desk Pad Size: 3” x 3-5/8” NSN 7510-01-450-5411 U/I – EA Price $1.58

(Replaces NSN 7510-01-450-5401)

Calendar Pad, Type II 
Flipover Desktop Pad Size 3-5/8” x 5-7/8” NSN 7510-01-450-5462 U/I - EA Price $1.89

(Replaces NSN 7510-01-450-5455)

Pocket Planner Set & Refill (Pocket size) NSN 7510-01-450-5435  U/I – SE Price $3.73
(Replaces NSN 7510-01-450-5428)

Loose-leaf Appointment Book Refill NSN 7530-01-450-5417 U/I - EA Price $2.81
(Replaces 7530-01-450-5408; 
refill for NSN 7510-00-285-1765)

Wall Calendar 11-5/8” x 8-7/8” NSN 7510-01-450-5466  U/I – PG (10) Price $3.73
(Replaces NSN 7510-01-450-5459)

Activity Schedule (OF  67, 8-1/2” x 11”) NSN 7540-01-450-5427  U/I – PG (10) Price $3.60
(Replaces NSN 7540-01-450-5429)

Weekly Appointment Book (Compact Guide, 8-1/2” x 11”)NSN 7530-01-450-5446 U/I - EA Price $2.19
(Replaces NSN 7530-01-450-5445)

Calendar  (Blotter Pad Type) Size: 17” X 22” NSN 7510-01-450-5472 U/I - EA Price $2.20
(Replaces NSN 7510-01-450-5465)

For use with desk pad holder  (19-1/4” X 24-1/4”) NSN 7520-00-224-7238
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Sheet-Metal Cutters
NSN: 5130-01-087-6839
Selling Price:  $726.04 (EA)
15" long, size 3 cuts sheet steel up
to 12-gauge (0.105") thick.
Minimum cutting radius is 2-1/2". Lightweight shears make
straight or contour cuts on ferrous and nonferrous materials.
Portable and hand-held tool has single-shear action, with one
stationary and one reciprocating blade. Shears are fungus
treated with a closed-grip handle. Cutting rate is 15' per
minute. Shears operate on 115v AC/DC and have a grounded
three-wire plug.

Sprinkler Hose
NSN: 3750-00-541-4157
Selling Price:  $ 7.05 (LG)
50 foot length covers 1250 square feet.
Contains a female threaded coupling
with a washer on one end, and a remov-
able end closure on the other end.
Perforated PVC plastic or rubber soaker hose. Non-adjustable.
Protective coating. Dual tubes provide a flat base to alleviate
twisting during use. Spray holes are distributed evenly
throughout the length. Stays flexible at temperatures as low as
32°.

Lawn Sprinkler
NSN: 3750-00-959-3490
Selling Price:  $7.02 (LG)
Rated coverage of 2400 square feet.
The sprinkler is designed to spray water in a backward and
forward motion over a rectangular pattern. The sprinkler is
equipped with a control knob for adjusting the spray from a
full sweep pattern to partial left or right pattern. The spray
bar is constructed from corrosion resistant metal and designed
with brass jets for directing the spray. The base is of a rectan-
gular sled design  with two runners, constructed from corro-
sion resistant metal or molded reinforced plastic.

Lawn Sprinkler
NSN: 3750-00-203-3933
Selling Price:  $8.43 (EA)
Has nonadjustable spray tips designed
to spray water with a whirling action.
The sprinkler is designed to spray water in a backward and
forward motion, over a rectangular pattern. The sprinkler is
equipped with a control knob for adjusting the spray from a
full sweep pattern to a partial left or partial right pattern. The
spray bar is constructed from corrosion resistant metal and
has brass jets for directing the spray. The base is of a rectangu-
lar sled design with two runners, constructed from corrosion
resistant metal or molded reinforced plastic.

Belt Sander
NSN: 5130-00-889-8986 
Selling Price: $249.01 (EA)
Electromagnetic interference-suppressed tool. Belt is 3" wide
and 24" long and has an 1100 to 1700' per minute no-load
speed. Seven minimum rated amps. Portable sander has an
attached dust-collecting system that includes a fan, vacuum
duct and removable dust bag. Replace belts and adjust tension
easily. Has a closed-grip handle on rear and a front-grip knob.
Electric motor operates at 115v AC/DC, with an on/off trig-
ger switch and a three-wire plug. UL approved. IAW CID
3092.

Rivet Shaver
NSN: 5130-00-621-2647 
Selling Price:  $559.84 (EA)
Portable pneumatic single rotation rivet
shaver cleanly and precisely shaves alu-
minum, aluminum alloy, copper, brass
and mild steel rivets with diameters up to
3/4". Shaver has a pistol-grip handle and
stabilizer. Skirt and cutter size capacities are 5/16 to 3/4".
Depth of cut adjustments are in increments of 0.001".
Operating pressure is 90 psig and air inlet connection is 1/4"
NPT. Furnished with seven cutters and seven skirts in the fol-
lowing sizes: 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8 and 3/4".
Carrying case and operating maintenance instructions are
included. A-A-58066.

Circular Saw
NSN: 5130-01-087-6842
Selling Price:  $472.13 (EA)
Motor armature axis is parallel to blade
spindle axis. Has minimum no-load
speed of 3800 rpm, 1-1/8 hp, a rated
current of 15 amp and a 5/8" diameter
arbor hole. Minimum cut at 90° is 3-
3/8"; maximum cut at 45° is 2-1/4". No EMI. Size No. 10.
Portable electric circular saw features adjustable metal base for
depth and angle of cut adjustment, adjustable rip fence, posi-
tion indicator, round arbor, dust blower, trigger switch in a
comfortable handle and antikick-back clutch. Saw operates on
120v AC/DC. Furnished in a carrying case with one blade,
arbor nut wrenches and operating instructions.
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Hedge Clippers
NSN: 3750-00-951-1585 
Selling Price:  $15.73 (EA)
8" long cutting edge. 9" long han-
dles. Trim hedges and small shrub-
bery with these hardwood-handled clippers. Serrated blades
are ground, sharpened and notched near the pivot points for
cutting heavy canes and branches with ease.

Multi-Tool
NSN: 5110-01-474-0894
Selling Price:  $59.95 (EA)    5-1/2 " long,
open, 4" long , Leatherman P/ N 68010201
or equal. Stainless steel finish. Black nylon
sheath. Weight: 6 ounces. Crunch model multipurpose tool,
made of 100% stainless steel, and designed with blade lock-
ing, one-hand opening characteristics. The tool includes: lock-
ing pliers, wire cutters, hard-wire cutters, serrated knife,
metal/wood file, ruler (inch/metric), bottle opener, small
screwdriver, medium screwdriver, large screwdriver, philips
screwdriver (#1/#2), hex bit driver, wire stripper, and lanyard
attachment.

Multi-Tool
NSN: 5110-01-474-0895
Selling Price:  $59.95 (EA)    
Leatherman part number 68010101 or equal.
Same as above only with Leather sheath.

Pocket Survival Tool with Cap Crimper
NSN: 5110-01-430-5053
Selling Price:  $44.99 (EA)     
4" long closed Leatherman Part
Number 61030101. Stainless steel
finish. Leather sheath. This multipur-
pose tool opens up to reveal the fol-
lowing components: a bottle opener,
can opener, punch blade, needle nose
and regular pliers, wire and hard wire cutters, clip-point knife
blade, metal/wood file, ruler, small screwdriver, medium
screwdriver, large screwdriver, Phillips screwdriver, and cap
crimper.

Garden Hoe
NSN: 3750-00-223-8867
Selling Price:  $11.24 (EA)
Blade is 4-1/4 to 4-3/4" deep by
6" wide. Size 1. The hoe that has
a forged steel blade and a beveled
edge suitable for sharpening. The
socket for the handle is welded
onto a gooseneck shank. The
hardwood handle is 50 to 61"
long and securely fastened into a tapered socket.

Soaker Hose
NSN: 3750-00-289-9025
Selling Price:  $ 14.73 (LG)
100 foot length covers 2500 square feet.
Contains a female threaded coupling with a
washer on one end, and a removable end
closure on the other end. Perforated PVC
plastic or rubber soaker hose. Non-adjustable. Protective coat-
ing. Dual tubes provide a flat base to alleviate twisting during
use. Spray holes are distributed evenly throughout the length.
Stays flexible at temperatures as low as 32°.

Pruning Shears
NSN: 3750-00-641-1197
Selling Price:  $17.36 (EA)
27" long heavy-duty lopping shears
have a convex blade and a concave
hook. Used for pruning plants, bushes and tree limbs up to 1-
1/2" in diameter. For two-handed use, shears have hardwood
handles and a safety stop to protect operator.

Hand Pruning Shears
NSN: 3750-00-641-5587
Selling Price:  $ 7.74 (PR)
8" long hook-jaw shears have long-lasting cutting edges and a
catch to lock blades shut. Rose and garden shears for thinning
plants or shaping small shrubbery. For one-handed use, shears
have high-carbon steel blades and a metal handle.

Lawn Sprinkler
NSN: 3750-00-679-0753
Selling Price:  $7.50 (EA)
Description: The sprinkler is furnished
with a removable, metal impulse head.
The head is adjustable to spray water in a
full or partial circular pattern. The head is equipped with an
adjustable break-up spring loaded device to regulate the radius
of coverage. The base is made of corrosion resistant metal or
plastic of equal strength. 90 square foot coverage.
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Thread Cutter
NSN: 5136-00-826-1125
Selling Price:  $ 467.06 (SE)
With six renewable dies: 1/2-14, 3/4-14,
1-11-1/2, 1-1/4-11-1/2, 1-1/2-11-1/2 and
2-11-1/2 NPT. Nonadjustable, segmental
drop-head model has ratcheting action.
For cutting American Standard taper pipe (NPT) right-hand
threads on iron and steel pipe. Consists of die head, handle
(diestock) and renewable, receding, segmental, taper pipe dies.
Hand-operated tool is designed to provide leverage for turn-
ing dies on piece to be threaded. Includes a wooden or metal
carrying case.

Nonflaming, Fire Protective Coating
NSN: 8010-01-208-7777
Selling Price:  $135.50 (CN)     
White 27880 Type I - Nonintumescent, 
nonflaming, Class 1 - Surface ship, general
usage, Application A - Steel and Application B -
Aluminum. Use these nonflaming and fire-resis-
tant paints. Formulated for use where a coating
is needed that will not become actively involved
in a fire or contribute to fire propagation. Whenever possible,
apply the coating over a surface that has been degreased, sand-
blasted and primed to promote adhesion. This coating is suit-
able for general use on interior ship surfaces. It is resistant to
water and hydrocarbons. Maximum VOC 250 g/L. MIL-
PRF-24596 (formerly DOD-C-24596). 12-Month maximum
shelf life (Extendable)   NESHAPs compliant;  Low-VOC
Item; Lead-Free Item According to ATSM/EPA Test Methods;
CFC-Free Item; Chromate-Free Item According to
ATSM/EPA Test Methods; ODS-Free Item.

Aerosol Enamel
NSN: 8010-01-350-5259
Selling Price:  $7.58 (PT)
Red 11136 Acrylic latex enamel. Type II. VOC:
65% Fast-drying, general-purpose interior and
exterior enamel is for coating small objects or
areas. Apply on metal, wood, plaster, masonry,
stone, glass, leather, fiber and previously painted
surfaces. Packaged in an aerosol can that sprays easily without
sputtering, using moderate finger pressure. Hand shake for
one minute before using. Complies with the Volatile Organic
Compound requirements of California Code of Regulations.
A-A-2787. 24-Month maximum shelf life (Extendable)
JWOD/NIB Mandatory Source;  Low-VOC Item; Lead-Free
Item According to ATSM/EPA Test Methods; CFC-Free Item;
Chromate-Free Item According to ATSM/EPA Test Methods;
Hexavalent-Chromium Free Item According to ATSM/EPA
Test Methods.

Tap and Die Set
NSN: 5136-00-357-7508 
Selling Price:  $471.30 (SE)
Set consists of one plug tap and one
round split die in the following nominal
sizes: 2mm - 0.45, 2.5mm - 0.45, 3mm -
0.60, 3.5mm - 0.60, 4mm - 0.75, 4.5mm
- 0.75, 5mm - 0.90, 6mm - 1.00, 7mm -
1.00, 8mm - 1.25, 9mm - 1.25, 10mm - 1.50, 12mm - 1.75,
14mm - 2.00, 16mm - 2.00, 18mm - 2.50, 20mm - 2.50,
22mm - 2.50 and 24mm - 3.00. Without diestock. Comes
with a metal or wooden case. The tap and die set is used for
cutting screw threads in iron or steel plates or rods. Set is
made of high-speed steel. UNC is Unified Coarse threads,
UNF is Unified Fine threads and UNS is Unified Special
threads.

Thread Cutter
NSN: 5136-00-555-8912
Selling Price:  $619.10 (EA)
Adjustable model is self-contained and
has ratcheting action. Measures 25 to 60"
long with a 1.000-11-1/2 NPT & 1-1/4-
11-1/2 NPT & 1-1/2-11-1/2 NPT & 2-
11-1/2NPT. For cutting American Standard taper pipe (NPT)
right-hand threads on iron and steel pipe. Consists of die
head, handle (diestock) and renewable, receding, segmental,
taper pipe dies. Hand-operated tool is designed to provide
leverage for turning dies on piece to be threaded. Includes a
wooden or metal carrying case.

Thread Cutter
NSN: 5136-00-596-1227
Selling Price:  $367.72 (SE)
With five renewable dies: 1/8-27, 1/4-
18, 3/8-11, 1/2-14 and 3/4-14 NPT.
Nonadjustable, segmental drop-head
model has ratcheting action. For cut-
ting American Standard taper pipe
(NPT) right-hand threads on iron and steel pipe. Consists of
die head, handle (diestock) and renewable, receding, segmen-
tal, taper pipe dies. Hand-operated tool is designed to provide
leverage for turning dies on piece to be threaded. Includes a
wooden or metal carrying case.
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Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-00-961-5480
Selling Price:  $ 36.46 (EA)
Beat the heat with this high-velocity, two-
speed fan. Use on the floor, desk or wall as
an air circulator. It may also be used in the
window for exhaust or intake purposes.
The plastic blades circulate up to 2500 cfm of air in any
direction at a 180° tilt. The tubular frame has a safety guard.
This fan is free from radio interference. Operates on 110 to
120v AC 60-cycle power and has a 10'-long three-conductor
cord and plug. Conforms to UL standards. In accordance
with A-A 1943B.

Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-00-256-9912
Selling Price:  $ 29.89 (EA)
12" blade diameter minimum 2000 cfm air
flow. Keep cool with this three-speed oscil-
lating fan, featuring push-button controls
for low, medium and high speeds. Wall or desk mount, oscil-
lates 80°, converts from wall to desk with no tools. Made with
three plastic blades and a three-wire 8' electrical cord.
Operates on 115v AC, 60-Hz, single-phase power. Conforms
to UL standards. In accordance with CID A-A-1939.

Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-00-203-3807
Selling Price:  $67.61 (EA)
Designed to improve air circulation at
floor level. Two-speed hassock fan
includes a rotary switch to select low or
high speed, a 10' two-wire electrical cord and a polished
three-blade assembly (12" diameter). Circulates 2300 CFM
minimum. Continuous-duty electric motor operates on 120v
AC, 60-Hz, single-phase power. Conforms to UL standards.
A-A-1942.

Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-01-278-3874
Selling Price:  $227.10 (EA) 
24" blade diameter oscillates a minimum of
80° and can be locked at any point on that
oscillation range. 3925/5350 cfm air flow. A-
A-3008. Stay cool with this column-mounted,
two-speed (minimum) pedestal fan that
adjusts to heights up to 96". Head of fan tilts
5° below and 15° above horizontal. A safety
guard completely covers the metal or rigid
plastic blade assembly. Fan operates on 115v
AC, 60-Hz power and has a three-conductor 10' power cord.
Conforms to UL standards.

Heat Resistant Paint
NSN: 8010-01-235-4164
Selling Price:  $66.70 (GL)
Green 34094 paint has a ceramic-silicone
resin base and is intended for exterior use on
prepared surfaces subject to temperatures up
to 1400°F. Also for use on mufflers, mani-
folds and stacks, this paint provides excellent protection
against corrosion and chemical attack. Resistant to water,
weather and 100 hours of salt spray. Application by brush or
spray; may be baked. Dries to a flat finish. Maximum VOC
420 g/L. MIL-P-14105. 12-Month maximum shelf life
(Extendable)  Low-VOC Item; Lead-Free Item According to
ATSM/EPA Test Methods; CFC-Free Item; Chromate-Free
Item According to ATSM/EPA Test Methods.

Polyurethane Unicoat
NSN: 8010-01-344-3222
Selling Price -  $128.56 (KT)
Gray 36118 total volume 2 gallon dries
to a flat finish. Unicoat is a self-priming
polyurethane topcoat for exterior use on
aircraft, weapons systems and other sur-
faces. Use in lieu of standard primer/topcoat systems.
Promotes protection of metallic and polymeric substrates.
Suitable for both electrostatic and nonelectrostatic applica-
tions. Maximum VOC 420 g/L. TT-P-2756A; QPL-TT-P-
2756-1 24-Month maximum shelf-life (Extendable)
NESHAPs compliant;  Low-VOC Item; Lead-Free Item
according to ATSM/EPA Test Methods; CFC-Free Item;
Chromate-Free Item according to ATSM/EPA Test Methods.

Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-00-851-9319
Selling Price:  $35.99 (EA) 
16" blade diameter minimum 2000 cfm air
flow. Keep cool with this three-speed oscil-
lating fan, featuring push-button controls
for low, medium and high speeds. Wall or
desk mount, oscillates 80°, converts from wall to desk with no
tools. Made with three plastic blades and a three-wire 8' elec-
trical cord. Operates on 115v AC, 60-Hz, single-phase power.
Conforms to UL standards. In accordance with CID A-A-
1939.
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Office Water Cooler
NSN: 4110-01-280-0178 
Selling Price:  $325.39 (EA)
19" W x 19" D x 21-1/2" H mechan-
ically cooled 50°F water fountain
mounts on the wall. This barrier-free
unit uses a single valve to control flow
of water so that it may be consumed
directly from fountain without glasses or cups with pushbar
front operated. Unit complies with Americans With
Disabilities Act when properly installed and is lead free. The
dispenser uses bubbler-type pressure to produce 6 gal per
hour. Compressor runs on 115v, 60-Hz, single-phase power.
A-A-2590. Lead-Free Item According to ATSM/EPA Test
Methods.

Torque Wrench (Micrometer)
NSN: 5120-01-113-9564
Selling Price:  $337.26 (EA)
40 inches nominal Micrometer Torque Wrench. Setting
torque wrench, graduated, ratcheting, right and left hand
torqueing, Capacity: 100.0 foot-pounds to 600.0 foot-pounds
maximum, Graduation: 10.0 foot-pounds, Drive Size: 0.750
inch, square, male, Signal Method: audible; Features: rubber
handle, reversible ratchet, case. ASME B107.14M.

Highway Safety Tool Kit
NSN: 5180-01-441-6698
Selling Price:  $67.29 (KT)
Highway safety tool kit consists of the following components:
1 thermal reflective blanket; 1 - 12 ft. battery booster cable; 1
utility cutter; 1 D-cell size flashlight; 1 pair cotton gloves; 2
yellow chemical light sticks; 1 inflatable pillow; 1 - 8" slip
joint pliers; 2 highway warning reflectors; 1 phillips and flat-
tip screwdriver. This Highway Safety Tool Kit contains essen-
tial highway safety items in a slim plastic storage box. The
tool kit is designed to fit in car trunks, under van and utility
vehicle seats, and behind the seat of most pickup trucks.

Circulating Fan
NSN: 4140-01-278-1527
Selling Price:  $244.98 (EA)
30" blade diameter oscillates a minimum of
80° and can be locked at any point on that
oscillation range. 5000/7300 cfm air flow. A-
A-3008. Stay cool with this column-mount-
ed, two-speed (minimum) pedestal fan that
adjusts to heights up to 96". Head of fan tilts
5° below and 15° above horizontal. A safety
guard completely covers the metal or rigid
plastic blade assembly. Fan operates on 115v AC, 60-Hz
power and has a three-conductor 10' power cord. Conforms
to UL standards.

Office Water Cooler
NSN: 4110-00-782-5125
Selling Price:  $289.26 (EA)
19" W x 19" D x 33" H for attaching to
walls. Fresh water at your fingertips. Bubbler-
style drinking water dispenser gives a stream
of water that arches from the outlet to the
drain pan. Attaches to normal, pressurized
water supply pipe. Produces 9-1/2 gal per hour draw off
capacity. Electrically cooled unit has a self-closing faucet and
is encased in a steel cabinet. With corrosion-resistant fittings
and a three-wire cord. Operates on 110 to 120v AC, 60-Hz
power. Meets UL and industry standards. Certified lead free
by the manufacturer. Unit has an air-cooled condenser. Lead-
Free Item According to ATSM/EPA Test Methods.

Office Water Cooler
NSN: 4110-00-255-8760
Selling Price:  $260.81 (EA)
12" W x 12" D x 41-1/2" H free standing
unit. Fresh water at your fingertips. Bubbler-
style drinking water dispenser gives a stream
of water that arches from the outlet to the
drain pan. Attaches to normal, pressurized
water supply pipe. Produces 9-1/2 gal per
hour draw off capacity. Electrically cooled
unit has a self-closing faucet and is encased
in a steel cabinet. With corrosion-resistant
fittings and a three-wire cord. Operates on
110 to 120v AC, 60-Hz power. Meets UL and industry stan-
dards. Certified lead free by the manufacturer. Unit has an
air-cooled condenser.  Lead-Free Item According to
ATSM/EPA Test Methods.
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GSA now stocks loose clay absorbent material for oil and petro-
leum based liquid spills in a 44-pound fiberboard container
with a plastic liner. This means less chance of tearing and con-
tent spillage, which may occur when shipped and stored in
bags. The absorbent material is designed to clean up a wide
range of liquid and semi-liquid spills in a variety of areas.
However, it is not suitable for aggressive liquids such as acids.

This material is for use in motor pools or aircraft repair facili-
ties where fuel, oil, hydraulic and transmission fluids are used.
It can be used on any concrete, asphalt, tile or linoleum surface
without damage. As an added plus, this material is heavier than
many other absorbents and can be used outdoors on all hard
surfaces in windy conditions.

R E I N T R O D U C I N G  A  P O P U L A R  S T O C K  I T E M !
A B S O R B E N T  M A T E R I A L  F O R  O I L  A N D  P E T R O L E U M - B A S E D  L I Q U I D  S P I L L S

Description National Stock Number Unit of Issue Price

Absorbent Material 7930-00-269-1272 CO $16.53

Order using FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP, MUFFIN or GSA Advantage! ™ at www.gsaAdvantage.GOV

For more information, please contact:

Contact:  Customer Assistance
Phone: 817-978-2051
DSN:  874-3697 or 874-3698
Fax:  817-978-2605
E-Mail:  RP&C.gpc@gsa.gov

N E W S  F L A S H

2001 MarkeTips Advertising Specifications

We will be happy to send you a copy of our specifications. Send us an e-mail at:

gsa.marketips@gsa.gov. Please include your name and fax number.

Note: MarkeTips reserves the right to determine placement of ads and 

make any and all changes that are deemed necessary.







With GSA’s Federal Supply Service, the choice is yours with over 2,500 companies supplying over 500,000 products and services on the 

IT Federal Supply Schedule. FSS provides the very latest and best hardware, software and professional services, including wireless technology, 

information assurance, desktop management and financial services software. You also have the added convenience of our 

streamlined acquisition procedures making it easier than ever before to procure the products and services you need right now. 

Everything you need to satisfy your high-tech appetite. 

Visit our Web site today at fss.gsa.gov/it

It’s a piece of cake.




